FACULTY POSITION IN GEOLOGY
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY

The Department of Geological Sciences in the School of the Environment at Clemson University invites applications for an assistant professor tenure track position in the general area of geology and/or environmental geology. The anticipated starting date is August 15, 2006.

The successful candidate will be expected to teach courses at the undergraduate and possibly graduate level. Teaching freshman geology is one area of interest. Additional teaching interests could be in stratigraphy, paleontology, quantitative geoanalysis, or remote sensing. Participation in our new undergraduate research based curriculum is expected. Advising MS and PhD students and developing a high quality, sponsored research program are strongly encouraged. Excellent opportunities exist for collaboration with colleagues in the School of the Environment, which also includes the Department of Environmental Engineering and Science, and other programs at Clemson University.

Interested candidates should send a letter of application, detailed resume, statements of teaching interests and philosophy, and the names, phone numbers, e-mail addresses and mail addresses of three persons who may be contacted as professional references to: Chair, Search Committee, Department of Geological Sciences, Room 340 Brackett Hall, Clemson University, Clemson, S.C. 29634-0919. Review of applications will begin on November 15, 2005 and continue until the position is filled.

Clemson University is an AA/EEO employer and does not discriminate against any person or group on the basis of age, color, disability, gender, national origin, race, religion, sexual orientation, or veteran's status. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.